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Kia cannot think why her cousin Mala left planet Nerak - completely ideal in an ever-so-slightly
uninteresting Cosmic Sex (Planet Nerak #2) type of Cosmic Sex (Planet Nerak #2) approach to head looking for Earth men. At least, now not till she meets a virile, muscular human purpose
on rescuing her (how quaint!) from a bar brawl. And whereas at the start Kia simply wishes
undercover cop Nick Scericino to assist find her cousin...well, it'd be a disgrace to return all this
fashion with no checking out no matter if every thing quite is greater in Texas...Nick is familiar
with difficulty while he sees it. And correct now, difficulty is sitting on the bar - black-clad, horny
as hell, and approximately to clutter up his sting operation to take down a few Russian
mobsters. may perhaps she have mafia connections? Kia's by no means like several girl he is
identified - flat out tough sex, and following via with a sensational romp that leaves his brain
blown and international rocked. different options: she's crazy, or she's now not kidding
approximately being an alien. within which case, he is in even deeper trouble. as the Cosmic
Sex (Planet Nerak #2) in basic terms factor worse than falling wildly in lust with an individual
who is no longer fidgeting with an entire holodeck is the idea that she'll quickly be leaving for a
galaxy far, some distance away...
Kia crash-lands on the earth whereas looking for her cousin Mala, who left their domestic planet
Nerak a number of months in the past to seem for a brand new life. She doesn’t locate Mala
instantly (her DNA-based GPS is broken within the crash), yet she does locate Nick Scericino –
an honorable and horny undercover cop. He starts off a bar room brawl to guard her honor and
takes her domestic with him the place they unharness their passions on each other in a single
steamy scene after another. Nick doesn’t instantly think that Kia’s an alien, yet she has a
number of tips up her sleeve that finally persuade him otherwise. as soon as he does believe,
he commits to aiding her locate Mala. As their emotions for each other develop stronger, Nick
and Kia discover it’s going to be exceedingly challenging for either one of them while Kia has to
come to Nerak. An fun Cosmic Sex (Planet Nerak #2) side-plot related to the Russian mafia and
a false impression has an entire host of characters trailing after Nick and Kia Cosmic Sex
(Planet Nerak #2) as they look for Mala. after they locate her, Kia should pick out – Earth and
Nick or Nerak and her prior life. Kia’s unfamiliarity with Earth’s customs will get her into plenty
of hassle – with enjoyable consequences. She’s additionally tremendous daring – understands
how you can ask for and will get what she wishes (lots of bed room romps with Nick). It’s great
to learn a powerful woman personality who doesn’t always doubt herself (ok, robust woman
alien). Nerak isn’t all that well-developed – it’s no longer transparent if Kia’s human or if she’s
simply humanoid, and all we actually understand is that the male of the species used to be
eradicated a long time in the past as a result of their trends towards violence (i.e. ALL woman
PLANET!!1). So, yeah, a piece cheesy, yet Karen Kelley makes it fun, so it works. I’m a bit
embarrassed to be visible sporting round a publication known as Cosmic Sex, yet I’ll Cosmic
Sex (Planet Nerak #2) recover from it. should you like a light, attractive learn (with aliens),
ensure that you do cost this one out.
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